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In the United States District Court
In and For the Western District for the State of Washington

1
2

3 People First of Washington, Inc., a
4

Washington corporation, on
behalf of its members and

5 James Campbell, a real person, by and
6

through his next friend, Dennis
Campbell,

7 Chris Olson, a real person, by and
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through his next friend, Diane Grace,

8
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10
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Houston Williams, a real person, by
and through his next friend and
legal guardian, Steven Cassio,
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Peter Bohnke, a real person, by and
through his next friend, John Domenic
Revello,

12

Dawn Lavery, a real person, by and
through her next friend and legal
13
guardian, Emerson Fosner,
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14
John Mann, a real person, by and
through his next friend, Resa Hayes,
on behalf of themselves and all
others similarly situated;
16

15

17

and

18 The Arc of Washington State, Inc., a
19

Washington corporation, on behalf
of its members;

20 The Autism Society of Washington,
on behalf of its members; and

21
22

The Washington Protection and
Advocacy System, Inc., a
Washington corporation,

23

Plaintiffs,

24
25

vs.
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Washington Protection & Advocacy System
1401 East Jefferson Street, Suite 506
Seattle, Washington 98370
Telephone: (206) 324-1521/Facsimile: (206) 324-1783

1 The Rainier Residential Habilitation
Center;

2
3

Michael Lowry, in his official
capacity as Governor of the State
of Washington;

4
5

The Washington Department of Social
and Health Services;

6 Lyle Quasim, in his official
7

capacity as the Secretary of the
Washington Department of Social
and Health Services;

8
9

The Washington Division of
Developmental Disabilities;

10 Norm Davis, in his official
11

capacity as the Director of the
Washington Division of Developmental
Disabilities;

12
Leanna Lamb, in her official
capacity as the Superintendent
of the Rainier Residential
Habilitation Center;
14

13

15 The Washington Office of Financial
Management; and

16
Gary Robinson, in his official
capacity as the Acting Director of
the Washington Office of Financial
Management,
18

17

Defendants.

19
20
21

Preliminary Statement

22

1.1. This is a civil rights class action brought by six Washington citizens with developmental

23

24 disabilities who currently reside at the Rainier Residential Habilitation Center in Buckley, Washington,
25 on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated; and People First of Washington, Inc.; The Arc
26
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of Washington State, Inc.; the Autism Society of Washington; and the Washington Protection and
2

Advocacy System, Inc., in its capacity as the designated protection and advocacy agency for those
Washington citizens who have mental and physical disabilities.
1.2. The representative plaintiffs and the other members of the plaintiff class that they represent
(hereinafter "Class Plaintiffs") are residents of the Rainier Residential Habilitation Center (hereinafter
"Rainier"), a large state institution for individuals with mental retardation and developmental
disabilities. Specifically, plaintiffs bring this action to redress the unconstitutional, unlawful, unsafe,

8

and unprofessional conditions imposed on them by the defendants under color of state law.
Approximately four hundred fifty persons with mental retardation and developmental disabilities

10

currently reside at Rainier.

11

1.3. Rainier is a dangerous place to live. Many members of the plaintiff class have been and

12

continue to be subjected to abuse, neglect, injury, and unnecessary physical and chemical restraint. In

13

addition, Rainier and the defendant state officials responsible for the conditions at Rainier routinely

14

deprive the plaintiff class of liberty and fundamental human rights in violation of their rights under the

15

Constitution and laws of the United States.

16

1.4. By this action, the plaintiffs seek to enforce the constitutional and statutory rights of those

17

individuals with mental retardation and developmental disabilities currently residing at Rainier to

18

receive their habilitation, vocational, and other services and supports in integrated settings and in

19

accordance with current professional standards.

20

1.5. The plaintiff class' need for habilitation, vocational training, and other supports and

21

services require placement in small, community-based programs where their individual developmental

22

and daily living needs can be met. However, the defendants deny the plaintiffs these services because

23

of the plaintiffs' perceived severe disabilities, complex medical conditions, and challenging behaviors.

24

1.6. The defendants' attitudes on the severity and complexity of the individual class members'

25 I disabilities, medical conditions, and behaviors are based, in large part, on plaintiffs' prolonged
26
2
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1 institutionalization at Rainier, as well as the defendants' failure to meet their federal statutory and
2 regulatory obligations to place, monitor, and discharge the members of the plaintiff class to alternative
3 non-institutional programs.
4

1.7. The defendants have failed to properly assess the plaintiff class' skills and abilities, in

5 contravention of the requirements of the federal laws and regulations governing the provision of
6 habilitation and active treatment to individuals with mental retardation and developmental disabilities.
7

1.8. The acts and omissions of the defendants have violated the rights of the plaintiff class under

8 the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution; Title II of the Americans with
9 Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12131, st sea,, (hereinafter "ADA"); Section 504 of the
10 Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. § 794, ej ggg. (hereinafter "Section 504"); and the Social Security
11 Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1396, elssa. (hereinafter "SSA").
12
Jurisdiction and Venue

13
2.1. This action arises under the Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, to redress the deprivation,

14

under color of state law, of the plaintiffs' rights, privileges and immunities secured by the Constitution

15
and laws of the United States. The rights which plaintiffs seek to redress are guaranteed by the First and

16
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, as well as 29 U.S.C. §§ 720 and 794, 42

17
U.S.C. §§ 1396, 1396a, 1396d, and 12131.

18
2.2. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 133 l(a), 1343(3) & (4), and 1367 as

19

this action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United States, and seeks injunctive and other

20
equitable relief under acts of Congress providing for the protection of civil rights.

21
2.3. This Court also has authority pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 & 2202 to enter declaratory

22
judgments declaring the rights and other legal relations of parties to the action, as well as 42 U.S.C. §

23
1983.

24
2.4. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) as all of the parties reside in the State of

25
Washington and plaintiffs' claims for relief arise within this state.

26
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1

Parties

2

A. Plaintiffs

3

3.1. The plaintiff People First of Washington, Inc. (hereinafter "People First"), a nonprofit

4 corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of Washington, is a state wide self-advocacy
5 organization governed entirely by people with developmental disabilities. More than one thousand
6 Washington citizens are members of People First through its thirty-three chapters and support groups
7 located throughout Washington. People First maintains its main administrative office at 932V4 Sixth
8 Street in Clarkston, Washington.
9

3.2. People First's members include individuals with disabilities who currently live in state

10 institutions, residential facilities, and nursing homes, including Rainier. People First believes that all
11 of its individual members could live in their local communities if appropriate habilitation programs and
12 other support services were available to them.
13

3.3. People First's purpose, for which it expends its resources, are as follows:

14

a. To promote the philosophy liiat everyone, no matter what disability he or she has or
its severity, has the same basic civil rights and responsibilities;

15
b. To advocate and defend the rights of persons with disabilities in the areas of
employment, education, housing and transportation; and

16
17

c. To provide a way for persons with disabilities to express and remedy their concerns
and enhance their well-being.

18
3.4. To advance these goals, People First and its members advocate for legislation to enable

19
those Washington citizens with disabilities to live more independently. Its members travel around the

20
state teaching people with disabilities about self-advocacy and their legal rights and responsibilities at

21
regularly scheduled local, regional, and statewide conferences, meetings, and programs. People First

22
provides leadership and self-advocacy training, and fosters community awareness through the volunteer

23
service activities of its members. Its individual members also represent the interests of Washington's

24
citizens with disabilities by serving on regional, state, and national committees, including, but not

25
limited to: the Managed Care Feasibility Work Group, the Developmental Disabilities Council for the

26
27
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State of Washington, and the Statewide Advisory Committee for Developmental Disabilities.
3.5. People First International was founded in 1974 by residents of the Fairview Training
Center, a state institution for persons with mental retardation in Oregon. In discussing the selection of
a name for their new organization, one of the founding members said, "Why not call ourselves People
First, because we want to be known as people first before we're known for our handicaps?" After that,
they formed People First organizations in many other states, including Washington. These organizations
share a common purpose — to support their members' right to speak for themselves, make their own
decisions, and know how to exercise their rights as citizens, including their right to live in their home
communities.

10

3.6. People First has many individual members who reside at the Rainier. These individual

11 members, who actively support the goals and purposes of People First, are individuals who are directly
12 harmed by the actions and inactions of the defendants, as set forth and more fully described in
13 paragraphs 4.1 through 5.12 below.
14

3.7. Plaintiff James Campbell (hereinafter "Campbell"), who was born on June 2,1972, was

15 first diagnosed as having mental retardation when he was a child. Since December 1,1983, when he
16 was just eleven years old — and for the last thirteen years — Mr. Campbell has continuously resided and
17 has been unnecessarily institutionalized at Rainier.
18

3.8. Dennis Campbell, who is a resident of Vancouver, Washington, brings this action on behalf

19 of James Campbell in his capacity as James Campbell's next friend. Dennis Campbell, who is a member
20 of People First, is familiar with James Campbell.
21
22

3.9. James Campbell resides at PAT E / Shasta House, a residential unit at Rainier for men and
women with developmental disabilities.

23

3.10. James Campbell is a capable man with good communication skills who has been labeled

24

as moderately retarded. He has repeatedly stated that he wants to leave Rainier and live in a normal

25

home in the community. However, because of the defendants' disparate discharge policies and

26
27
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discriminatory development of community-based services, the defendants have denied James Campbell
the individualized habilitation programs and services he needs.
3.11. James Campbell has little opportunity to model appropriate social skills or to learn how
to act in the community.

Instead, he is regularly exposed to persons whose social skills and

inappropriate behaviors are at least as problematic as his own.
3.12. James Campbell is not receiving adequate habilitation at Rainier. James Campbell and the
individuals in his residential unit have little or no choice about when to wake up and go to bed, what to
eat, or what to do from day to day. On average, plaintiff James Campbell receives less than two hours
of programming per day, which is neither adequate nor appropriate for his needs. James Campbell's
10

limited habilitation program does not constitute active treatment according to accepted professional

11

standards.

12

3.13. James Campbell lacks meaningful employment training opportunities at Rainier. He

13

participates in an inadequate and segregated workshop at Rainier, where much of his "vocational

14

training" amounts to repetitive and monotonous tasks, interrupted by extended periods of "dead time"

15

when he has nothing to do. This "program" is the only "employment" opportunity available to James

16

Campbell and the vast majority of his fellow Rainier residents.

17

3.14. James Campbell could receive all of his habilitation, vocational, and attendant services in

18

the community. However, he remains at Rainier because of barriers caused by the defendants'

19

development and operation of a community service system that discriminates against him because of

20

his disabilities and prevents his successful discharge. These barriers include, but are not limited to, the

21

defendants' failure to develop adequate habilitation programs for persons living in the community; their

22

failure to develop appropriate supported employment and other day services for persons living in the

23

community; their failure to develop adequate residential and behavioral support services for persons

24

living in the community; and their failure to provide adequate staff development training and technical

25

assistance available to those people who work in this state's community service system.

26
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3.15. Since James Campbell's admission to Rainier, no one has developed or implemented an
appropriate discharge plan. To date, contrary to professional judgement, plaintiff James Campbell has
never been placed in a supervised community-based program and placement appropriate to meet his
needs.
3.16. Although plaintiff James Campbell could live in the community with appropriate
habilitation, vocational training, and support services, he experiences on a daily basis the harmful and
unlawful conditions described in paragraphs 4.1 through 5.12 herein and below. Because of the
defendants' discriminatory policies and practices, he has no alternative to Rainier.
3.17. The failure to provide James Campbell with the necessary support services has resulted in
10

direct and immediate injury to him, has caused him physical and emotional harm, and has been the direct

11

cause of his deterioration and regression. This failure is unreasonable, constitutes a substantial departure

12

from accepted professional standards, and needlessly deprives James Campbell of his liberty.

13

3.18. Plaintiff Chris Olson (hereinafter "Olson"), who was born on June 11, 1954, was first

14

diagnosed as having mental retardation when he was a child. Since March 2,1970, when he was just

15

fifteen years old — and for the last twenty-six years — Mr. Olson has continuously resided and has been

16

unnecessarily institutionalized at Rainier.

17

3.19. Diane Grace, who is a resident of Seattle, Washington, brings this action on behalf of Chris

18

Olson in her capacity as Chris Olson's next friend. Ms. Grace, who is a member of People First, is

19

familiar with Chris Olson.

20
21

3.20. Mr. Olson resides at PAT B / Meyer House, a residential unit at Rainier for men and
women with developmental disabilities and behavior problems.

22

3.21. Chris Olson has multiple disabilities and is labeled as severely retarded. He does not say

23

many words clearly and has difficulty with the activities of daily living. Mr. Olson engages in

24

stereotypical, perseverative behaviors that are the result of his long institutionalization at Rainier. With

25

the appropriate supports, Mr. Olson could live in a normal home in the community. However, because

26
27
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of their discriminatory discharge policies and practices with respect to community-based habilitation
services and supports, the defendants have denied Mr. Olson the individualized habilitation programs
and services he needs.
3.22. Mr. Olson has little opportunity to model appropriate social skills, behaviors, or to learn
how to act in the community. He is exposed without respite to persons whose social skills and
inappropriate behaviors are at least as problematic as his own.
3.23. Chris Olson is not receiving adequate habilitation at Rainier. Mr. Olson and the individuals
in his residential unit have little or no choice about when to wake up and go to bed, what to eat, or what
to do from day to day. On average, plaintiff Olson receives less than two hours of programming per day,
10

which is neither adequate nor appropriate for his needs. Mr. Olson's limited habilitation program does

11 not constitute active treatment according to accepted professional standards.

12

3.24. Mr. Olson has sustained numerous and frequently unexplained injuries while in the care

13 of the defendants that have required medical treatment. During 1995 and 1996, these injuries have
14 included, but have not been limited to: lacerations to the area around his eyes, bruising about his body,
15

abrasions, and severely torn finger and toe nails.

16

3.25. Despite Mr. Olson's injuries, incident reports were not done to explain how or when his

17

injuries were sustained, as required by Rainier's policies and regulations, except in limited instances.

18

Defendants also failed to conduct any investigation into how these injuries were sustained, in spite of

19

Rainier policies and regulations that require such investigations when residents are injured.

20

3.26. Chris Olson lacks meaningful employment training opportunities at Rainier.

21

participates in a limited, inadequate, and segregated workshop at Rainier, where much of his "training"

22

amounts to repetitive and monotonous tasks, interrupted by extended periods of "dead time" when he

23

has nothing to do. This "program" is the only "employment" opportunity available to Mr. Olson and

24

the vast majority of his fellow Rainier residents.

25

He

3.27. Mr. Olson could receive all of his habilitation, vocational, and individual support services

26
27
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in the community. He remains at Rainier because the defendants refuse to consider him for placement
in the community because they believe he requires specialized supports — supports that they have chosen
to provide only at Rainier.
3.28. The community service system operated by the defendants discriminates against Chris
Olson and precludes his appropriate discharge from the segregation of Rainier to an appropriate
community placement. Plaintiff Olson could receive all of his habilitation, vocational, and attendant
services in the community were it not for the barriers caused by the defendants' community service
system. These barriers include, but are not limited to, the defendants' failure to develop adequate
habilitation programs for persons living in the community; their failure to develop appropriate
10

supported employment and other day services for persons living in the community; their failure to

11

develop adequate residential and behavioral support services for persons living in the community; and

12

their failure to provide adequate staff development training and technical assistance available to those

13

people who work in this state's community service system.

14

3.29. Since Mr. Olson's admission to Rainier, no one has developed or implemented an

15

appropriate discharge plan. To date, plaintiff Olson has never been placed in a supervised community-

16

based program and placement appropriate to his needs.

17

3.30. Although Chris Olson could live in the community with appropriate habilitation, vocational

18

training, and support services, he experiences on a daily basis the harmful and unlawful conditions

19

described in paragraphs 4.1 through 5.12 herein and below. Because of the defendants' discriminatory

20 policies and practices, he has no alternative to Rainier.
21

3.31. Defendants' failure to provide Chris Olson with the necessary support services he requires

22

has resulted in direct and immediate injury to him, caused him physical and emotional harm, and has

23

been the direct cause of his deterioration and regression. This failure is unreasonable, constitutes a

24

substantial departure from accepted professional standards, and needlessly deprives Mr. Olson of his

25 | liberty.
26
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3.32. Plaintiff Houston Williams (hereinafter "Williams"), who was born on February 14,1949,
was first diagnosed as having mental retardation when he was a child. Since February 21,1956, when
he was just seven years old - and for the last forty years - Mr. Williams has continuously resided and
has been unnecessarily institutionalized at Rainier.
3.33. Steven Cassio, who is a resident of Bonney Lake, Washington, is the duly-appointed legal
guardian for Houston Williams, pursuant to an order of the Superior Court for Pierce County,
Washington. Steven Cassio brings this action on behalf of Houston Williams, in his capacity as his
ward's next friend and legal guardian.
3.34. Until recently, Houston Williams resided at PAT C/2015 Quinault Court, a residential unit
10

at Rainier for men with severe developmental disabilities and challenging behaviors. Last month,

11

Rainier staff, over the objections of his legal guardian, moved Mr. Williams to PAT C / 1040 Quinault,

12

another residential unit at Rainier. In both of his Rainier cottages, Mr. Williams has had little

13

opportunity to model appropriate behavior or to learn how to act in the community. Instead, he is

14

exposed without respite to persons whose behaviors are at least as problematic as his own.

15

3.35. Houston Williams has limited communication skills, but understands others when they

16

speak to him. He can walk, feed himself, and make his choices and preferences known to others. Mr.

17

Williams has been labeled as severely retarded and behaviorally impaired. While the defendants have

18

repeatedly stated that Houston Williams is appropriate for community placement if they provide him

19

with extensive supports, and have acknowledged that his challenging behaviors are substantially

20

decreased when he is able to go into the community on visits, defendants have not helped Mr. Williams

21

and his legal guardian in finding an appropriate community placement.

22

3.36. Mr. Williams and the other men in his residential unit have little or no choice about when

23

to wake up and go to bed, what to eat, or what to do from day to day. Plaintiff Williams was placed at

24

Rainier because of his severe developmental disabilities and challenging behavior, and because the State

25

ofWashington and the defendants' predecessors only offered services to people with his disabilities at

26
27
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institutions like Rainier.
3.37. Mr. Williams hardly ever leaves Rainier, and spends most of his time in his residential unit.
Defendants provide him with minimal activities and opportunities for socialization outside the
4 I institution.
3.38. Defendants have repeatedly used and continue to use a variety of inappropriate and
discriminatory restraints to address Mr. Williams' challenging behaviors, including the use of
antipsychotic medications and other unspecified manual restraints, despite the fact that these
interventions have had little effect on decreasing the frequency or severity of Mr. Williams' challenging
behaviors.
10

3.39. Although Houston Williams has the potential to acquire adaptive, functional life skills

11

focused on the maintenance of a home, meal-preparation, and personal care skills, he cannot learn these

12

skills at Rainier because it cannot provide him with an appropriate, community-based habilitation

13

program.

14

3.40. Mr. Williams is not receiving even minimally adequate habilitation at Rainier. He lives

15

in a barren residence with stark, institutional furniture, a television blaring for most of the day, and little

16 else to do. During his forty years at Rainier, Mr. Williams has not had access to meaningful activities,
17 vocational training, or the opportunity to learn real-life skills in the natural environments where those
18 skills can be practiced, which has resulted in a loss of his individual skills and competencies. Mr.
19 Williams' current habilitation program does not constitute active treatment according to accepted
20 professional standards.
21

3.41. The defendants have denied Houston Williams community placement because of his

22 challenging behaviors. With proper habilitation, support, and training in a small community home,
23 however, these challenging behaviors could be decreased or eliminated. Further, in an appropriate
24 community-based program and placement, Mr. Williams could also receive much richer and more
25 meaningful habilitation, consistent with his individual needs and the judgment of qualified professionals.
26
27
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3.42. Since Mr. Williams' admission to Rainier, no one has developed or implemented an
appropriate discharge plan. To date, contrary to professional judgement, plaintiff Williams has never
been placed in a supervised setting appropriate to his individual needs.
3.43. Houston Williams experiences on a daily basis the harmful and unlawful conditions
described in paragraphs 4.1 through 5.12 below. Because the defendants have limited their community
services to persons who do not have severe developmental disabilities and challenging behaviors, Mr.
Williams remains confined and segregated at Rainier.
3.44. Due to the length and circumstances of his institutionalization, Houston Williams will
require appropriate clinical, programmatic and habilitative services to support bis placement in a
10 community-based program for an extended period.
11

3.45. If Mr. Williams is discharged from Rainier without an appropriate habilitation program and

12 the necessary supports and services required to meet his individual needs, there is a significant likelihood
13 that he will be deprived of his liberty by his reinstitutionalization in the future.

14

3.46. The failure to provide Houston Williams with the necessary support services and has

15 II resulted in direct and immediate injury to him, has caused him physical and emotional harm, and has
16 been the direct cause of his deterioration and regression. This failure is unreasonable, constitutes a
17

substantial departure from accepted professional standards, and needlessly deprives Mr. Williams of his

18

liberty.

19

3.47. Plaintiff Peter Bohnke (hereinafter "Bohnke"), who was born on July 31,1940, was first

20

diagnosed as having mental retardation when he was a child. Since July 24,1947, when he was just six

21

years old — and for the last forty-nine years — Mr. Bohnke has continuously resided and has been

22

unnecessarily institutionalized at Rainier. He has no family who is involved in his life and activities at

23

Rainier.

24

3.48. John Domenic Revello, who is a resident of Seattle, Washington, brings this action on

25 II behalf of Peter Bohnke in his capacity as Peter Bohnke's next friend. Mr. Revello is familiar with Peter
26
27
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Bohnke.
3.49. Mr. Bohnke resides at PAT C / 2015 Quinault Court, a residential unit at Rainier for men
with severe developmental disabilities and challenging behaviors. Mr. Bohnke has little opportunity to
model appropriate behavior or to learn how to act in the community. He is exposed without respite to
persons whose behaviors are at least as problematic as his own.
3.50. Due to the severity of his developmental disabilities, Peter Bohnke has limited
communication skills, as well as difficulty with activities of daily living. He engages in stereotypical,
perseverative behaviors that are the result of his long institutionalization. The irony is that because of
the disabilities that were created in part by prolonged institutionalization and inadequate habilitation,
10 plaintiff Bohnke is now considered inappropriate for community living. The defendants refuse to
11 consider him for community living on the ground that he requires specialized supports — supports that
12 they have chosen to provide only at Rainier.
13

3.51. Peter Bohnke and the other men in his residential unit have little or no choice about when

14 to wake up and go to bed, what to eat, or what to do from day to day. Mr. Bohnke was placed at Rainier
15 because of his severe developmental disability and challenging behavior, and because the State of
16

Washington and the defendants' predecessors only served people with his disabilities at institutions like

17

Rainier.

18

3.52. Mr. Bohnke never leaves Rainier, and rarely leaves his residential unit, mostly because the

19 defendants have frequently restrained him twenty-four hours a day for weeks at a time with a variety of
20

inappropriate and discriminatory physical and chemical restraints, as well as aversive therapies. These

21

restraints and therapies have included: physical restraints, antipsychotic medications, manual holds,

22

locking helmets, and prolonged five-point prone restraints, along with other forms of restraint and

23

therapies, despite the fact that these interventions have had little effect on decreasing the frequency or

24

severity of Mr. Bohnke's challenging behaviors.

25

3.53. During his forty-nine years at Rainier, Mr. Bohnke has had little or no opportunity to

26
27
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practice vocational skills, recreational skills, or community living skills. His environment is barren,
monotonous, and unpleasant. He is currently condemned to live from day to day without hope or
companionship. Mr. Bohnke's current habilitation program is provided less than two hours a day and
does not constitute active treatment according to accepted professional standards.
3.54. Despite the fact that Peter Bohnke could live in the community with appropriate
habilitation, vocational training, and support services, he experiences on a daily basis the harmful and
unlawful conditions described in paragraphs 4.1 through 5.12 below. Because the defendants have
discriminated in the development and operation of their community services against persons who they
perceive as having severe developmental disabilities and challenging behaviors, he has no alternative
10 to Rainier.
11

3.55. Plaintiff Dawn Lavery (hereinafter "Lavery"), who was born on June 24,1956, was first

12

diagnosed as having mental retardation when she was a child. Since February 26,1973, when she was

13 just 16 years old — and for the last twenty-three years — Ms. Lavery has continuously resided and has
14

been unnecessarily institutionalized at Rainier. She has no family who is involved in her life and

15

activities at Rainier.

16

3.56. Emerson Fosner, who is a resident of Tacoma, Washington, is the duly-appointed legal

17

guardian for Dawn Lavery, pursuant to an order of the Superior Court for King County, Washington.

18

Emerson Fosner brings this action on behalf of Dawn Lavery in his capacity as his ward's next friend

19

and legal guardian.

20

3.57. Ms. Lavery resides at PAT B / Tyee House, a residential unit at Rainier for men and

21

women with severe developmental disabilities and challenging behaviors. Ms. Lavery has little

22

opportunity to model appropriate behavior or to learn how to act in the community. She is exposed

23

without respite to persons whose behaviors are at least as problematic as her own.

24 H
25

3.58. Due to the severity of her developmental disabilities, Dawn Lavery has limited
communication skills, as well as difficulty with activities of daily living. She engages in stereotypical,
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perseverative behaviors that are the result of her long institutionalization. The irony is that because of
the disabilities that were created in part by institutionalization and inadequate habilitation, plaintiff
Lavery is now considered inappropriate for community living. The defendants refuse to consider her
for community living on the ground that she requires specialized supports — supports that they have
chosen to provide only at Rainier.
3.59. Plaintiff Lavery lives in a barren residence with stark, institutional furniture, a television
blaring for most of the day, and little else to do. Ms. Lavery and the other individuals in her residential
unit have little or no choice about when to wake up and go to bed, what to eat, or what to do from day
to day. Plaintiff Lavery was placed at Rainier because of her developmental disability and challenging
10

behaviors, and because the State of Washington and the defendants' predecessors served people with

11

her disabilities at institutions like Rainier.

12

3.60. Ms. Lavery rarely leaves her residential unit, mostly because the defendants have

13

frequently restrained her twenty-four hours a day for weeks at a time with a variety of physical and/or

14

chemical restraints. During her twenty-three years at Rainier, Ms. Lavery has had little or no

15

opportunity to practice vocational skills, recreational skills, or community living skills. She is currently

16

condemned to live from day to day without hope or companionship.

17

3.61. During her twenty-three years at Rainier, Ms. Lavery has not had access to meaningful

18

activities, vocational training, or the opportunity to learn real-life skills in the natural environments

19

where those skills are practiced. Her environment is barren, monotonous, and unpleasant. On average,

20

she receives less than two hours of programming per day, which is neither adequate nor appropriate for

21

her needs. Ms. Lavery's current habilitation program does not constitute active treatment according to

22

accepted professional standards.

23

3.62. In an attempt to address Dawn Lavery's challenging behaviors, Rainier staff has

24

continually and regularly used a variety of inappropriate and discriminatory physical and chemical

25

restraints, as well as aversive therapies, including the use of antipsychotic medications and other
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unspecified manual restraints. These restraints and therapies have included: physical restraints, cold
water baths, antipsychotic medications, visual occlusion, manual holds, locking helmets, and wheelchair
restraints, along with other forms of restraint and therapies.

4

3.63. Ms. Lavery's current Behavioral Treatment Plan (BTP) does not allow for the use of

5 chemical or physical restraints. Her BTP calls for the use of an aversive therapy known as "visual
6 occlusion."
7

3.64. "Visual occlusion" therapy, as implemented by Rainier staff, consists of "blocking" Ms.

8 Lavery's vision with a screen and/or a ski mask placed over her head and eyes to address her self9 injurious behavior. This "visual occlusion" therapy is to be used for approximately thirty seconds or
10 until Ms. Lavery stops the alleged self-injurious behavior, but not beyond thirty minutes.
11

3.65. Despite the fact that physical restraints are not to be used on Dawn Lavery, on or about

12 August 18, 1994, she was placed in a wheelchair restraint for "medical" reasons for three days.
13

3.66. On or about August 3,1995, Dawn Lavery's hand was severely injured in a paper shredder

14 which resulted in her being placed in wrist to wrist restraints.
15

3.67. On or about February 21, 1996, Rainier staff used a manual hold on Dawn Lavery on at

16 least three separate occasions, despite the fact that this type of restraint is not permitted and is
17 specifically prohibited by her BTP because it causes her self-injurious behaviors to worsen.
18

3.68. On or about March 15, 1996, Rainier staff restrained Dawn Lavery with a locked helmet,

19 despite the fact that this type of restraint is not permitted by her BTP and there was no authorization
20 from her legal guardian for this type of restraint.
21

3.69. On or about March 17, 1996, Rainier staff restrained Ms. Lavery with a locked helmet on
four separate occasions, despite the fact that this type of restraint is not permitted by her BTP. Further,

23 her legal guardian had not authorized Rainier to use this type of physical restraint.
24

3.70. Despite the fact that Dawn Lavery could live in the community with appropriate

25

habilitation, vocational training, and support services, she experiences on a daily basis the harmful and
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unlawful conditions described in paragraphs 4.1 through 5.12 below. Because the defendants have
discriminated in the provision of community services against persons who have severe developmental
disabilities and challenging behaviors, Ms. Lavery remains confined and segregated at Rainier.
3.71. Plaintiff John Mann (hereinafter "Mann"), who was born on November 18,1942, was first
diagnosed as having mental retardation when he was a child. Since December 15,1947, when he was
just five years old — and for the last forty-eight years — Mr. Mann has continuously resided and has been
unnecessarily institutionalized at Rainier. He has no family who is involved in his life and activities at
Rainier.
3.72. Resa Hayes, who is aresident of Spokane, Washington, brings this action on behalf of John
10

Mann in her capacity as John Mann's next friend. Ms. Hayes, who is a member of People First, is

11

familiar with John Mann.

12

3.73. John Mann resides at PAT B / Oakley House, a residential living unit at Rainier for men

13

and women with severe developmental disabilities and challenging behaviors. Mr. Mann has little

14

opportunity to model appropriate behavior or to learn how to act in the community. He is exposed

15

without respite to persons whose behaviors are at least as problematic as his own.

16

3.74. Mr. Mann hardly ever leaves Rainier, and spends most of his time in his residential unit.

17

Defendants provide him with minimal activities and opportunities for socialization outside the

18

institution.

19

3.75. John Mann lives in a barren residence with stark, institutional furniture, a television blaring

20

for most of the day, and little else to do. Mr. Mann and the other individuals in his residential unit have

21

little or no choice about when to wake up and go to bed, what to eat, or what to do from day to day.

22

John Mann was placed at Rainier because of his developmental disability and challenging behaviors,

23

and because the State of Washington and the defendants' predecessors served people with his disabilities

24

at institutions like Rainier.

25

3.76. Due to the severity of his developmental disabilities, John Mann has limited
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